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Special issue “Social Web and intelligent learning management systems in
Higher Education”

Presentation
This monograph is presented as a response to an indisputable fact: The use of the social web as
a means of communication and a framework of relationship and coexistence between students
and teachers. We want to point out the need for a framework of pedagogical model and
instructional design for the use of the social web.
We also raise the need for an analysis of the necessary conditions for the validation of their
uses.
Finally, we propose to disseminate the analyses based on particular experiences, given the
insufficiency of institutional policies that contemplate integration modalities and
their consequences.
We see necessary and accept proposals for indicators on quality in social learning environments.
As results processed and conclusions obtained from research and experiences.
On the other hand, we are accustomed to a literature that emphasizes the possibilities of
intelligent education, and of big data combined with response algorithms to create unique and
unprecedented opportunities for academic organizations. Opportunities that promise training
with higher standards and innovative approaches.
This issue tries to see what theoretical approaches, practices and experiences are present and
available about
(1) learning and teaching strategies: intelligent pedagogy,
(2) highly technological and singular services based on environments of this type, both for local
students, on campus, and for remote students, online,
(3) innovative smart classroom configurations with easy local / remote student interaction with
teachers and centers. And also for local / remote collaboration between students,
(4) design and development of multimedia-enriched content based on the Web, with interactive
presentations, videoconferences, questionnaires and interactive web-based tests that allow
instant and intelligent knowledge evaluation
(5) other affordances and managed environments with technology and intelligent response
software.
In this monograph we want to accommodate the results of research projects and ongoing
experiences.
We will also give space to works that aim to create a taxonomy of intelligent university
education and identify its main characteristics and components.
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